RTL'S STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE

Situated in Ad-Dulayl zone, one of the Qualifying Industrial Zones (QIZ’s) in Jordan, Rainbow Textiles LLC (RTL) enjoys a strategic advantage of duty-free entry of its export into the United States and Canada

- RTL's major international market
About Rainbow Textiles LLC

Rainbow Textiles LLC (RTL) is a led by a distinguished textile group from Pakistan with an expertise of more than three decades in the field.

Located in one of the QIZ zones of Jordan, Rainbow Textiles LLC (RTL) is one of the largest state-of-the-art facilities producing quality active wear and knitwear for men and women. What sets RTL apart is its ability to handle a diverse range of fabrics as per the demand.

RTL takes pride in efficient and robust quality controls that enables the company for mass production and use of vast range of fabrics with zero compromise on the quality of the finished products.

Our business philosophy is underpinned by the value of Quality. Our expert teams work tirelessly to deliver excellence every step of the way.
Rainbow Textiles LLC (RTL) has secured a competitive clientele base in US and Canada and supplies superior quality active wear and knitwear to some of the renowned brands in the market:
ICONIC INNOVATION

A leap forward in men’s and women’s active wear using innovative designing, screen printing and embroidery technologies along with automated sewing and finishing processes. This drives the production of high quality of garments at a high level of efficiency.

- Automated design, spreading and cutting equipment to maximize quality.
- Top of the line screen printing machines.
- High quality embroidery equipment.
- High speed advanced and technically friendly sewing machines.
GOLF WEAR

The classic golf apparel for those who seek a perfect athletic look. A premium range where you will never have to compromise fashion over function, or comfort over style. Light, breathable fabric with water repellant storm technology.

MEN’S COLD WEAR

Ideal for cooler weather, our cold wear delivers superior warmth with heat retention technology.

State-of-the-art manufacturing processes, quality material and innovative technology makes us the best pick for top sports apparel brands around the world.
POLO

V-neck polo is a classic t-shirt that’s essential to every wardrobe. Made from soft, breathable fabric, it provides the perfect blend of comfort and style.

PERFORMANCE WEAR & LEGGING

An extensive range of sportswear that matches all tastes promising ultimate comfort, suitable for all weather conditions. Ideal for people who enjoy an active lifestyle.
WRAP CERTIFICATION & PARTICIPATION IN BETTER WORK JORDAN PROGRAM

We are WRAP certified facility and participant of BetterWorks Jordan participate program.

COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY

RTL’s vision of sustainability extends to all spheres including our products, our business, our employees, our clients and the community at large. When it comes to sourcing, RTL strives for ethical and sustainable sourcing of fabric. The aim is to keep improvising the business process to minimize the impact on the environment and maximizing the positive impact on the lives of people.

RTL understands that a sustainable future can be promised by investing in green processes today. And the team is proud to be upholding the practices that are economically, socially and environmentally responsible.